Smullyan wrote his famous book of puzzles before the boom in automated theorem proving. Hence it is interesting, that all the puzzles can be solved with one method or not. The paper shows how this can be done with analytic tableaux.
Introduction
In Artificial Intelligence a lot of algorithms are invented to reproduce faculty that is considered to be a part of human intelligence. For us the ability to solve logic puzzles is this kind of faculty. So we are interested whether we can invent algorithms (computer programs) to solve logic puzzles. We have chosen the best known collection of logical puzzles "What is the name of this book?" by Smullyan. These puzzles are classified into three categories by Adam Kolany [6] :
Guess, who I am! In this case we know all the hypothesis, and we need to select a formula from a set of formulae which is a conclusion of the hypothesis.
I've forgotten what You said. (Metapuzzles)
In this case we know all the hypothesis but one, which is a member of a known set of formulae. We know that an element of another set of formulae is a conclusion of the hypothesis.
What am I to say?/What shall I ask for? In this case we know the conclusion and all the hypothesis but one. We need to find the unknown hypotheses.
All the puzzles of the first two category can be solved easily with analytic tableau. Some puzzle of the third category contains more unknown hypothesis. In this case we need a different tool, which is described in [2] .
The author's technical report [1] contains the formulation of puzzles, the description of methods and its Prolog implementations. This technical report is over ninety pages and in Hungarian, we will summarize its results here. The author implemented methods in Lotrec [4] , too.
At first we shortly introduce the concept of analytic tableaux, give some example to show how can be use to solve puzzles. In the following chapters after the extract of the Smullyan story we give the extensions of predicate logic with the puzzles can be formulated easily (without any complicated rewriting). Finally we list the puzzles unsolvable for our programs. Some puzzles can be solved with propositional logic. Our connectives are the usual ones: ¬ (negation), ∧ (conjunction), ∨ (disjunction) and → (implication) and we are using the (constant true) and ⊥ (constant false). Let Σ be a finite set of propositional letters. The set of formulae (F) is the smallest set which contains Σ, ⊥, and closed under negation, conjunction, disjunction and implication.
We shall solve our puzzles with analytic tableaux [7, pp. 20-21] . The rules of this method are on the Table 1 . To make tableaux shorter we will identify ¬¬A with A. A path is closed in the tableaux if it contains both a formula and its negation or it contains ⊥. Any path that is not closed is called open. A tableaux is closed if all the paths are closed in it. We can prove the validity of the formula A by constructing the closed tableau of the formula ¬A. Let us see the method in action: by the Puzzle 72 persons A, B and C were brought in for questioning and the following fact were ascertained:
(1) No other than A, B C was involved.
(2) A never works without at least one accomplice.
(3) C is innocent.
Is B innocent or not?
We can formulate the hypothesis of the puzzle with the formula
In this formula the propositional letters A, B and C are true if and only if the corresponding persons are guilty. If we want to prove that the person B is guilty, then we need to prove the validity of the formula
The negation of this formula is equivalent with the formula
The tableaux of this formula is on the left on the Table 2 . Sometimes in the following we get tableau doesn't fit on the page by using the traditional. Hence we shall use a different notation, there each branch of the prooftree is boxed and the boxes are positioned vertically. The former tableau in this notation is on the right on the Table 2 .
The tableaux on the Table 2 are closed, so B is guilty. 
Knights and Knaves
The best cited Smullyan puzzles are the puzzles of knights and knaves. On some island certain inhabitants called "knights" always tell the truth, and others called "knaves" always lie. It is assumed that every inhabitant of the island is either a knight or a knave.
Smullyan [9] , and others (for example Gries [5] ) used propositional logic to formulate this puzzles. If person p said the formula A, they wrote P ≡ A, where propositional variable P is true iff the person p is a knight. For the novices is very hard to formulate in this way the complicated puzzles, so we invented another method. We shall extend the propositional logic into a multi-modal logic. For this we need a finite set P, the set of inhabitants. The formulae of the new logic are the formulae of propositional logic and T x , F x and S x A, where x ∈ P and A is a formula. (The formula A before can contain a subformula beginning with S y where y ∈ P, which enables nesting the references.) The meaning of T x and F x are x is a knight and x is a knave, respectively. (Instead of F x we could use ¬T x too, but we choosed the former because we shall extend this definition.) According to the Smullyan' story for any x ∈ P only one of T x and F x is true.
We have mentioned before if a statement proposed then this statement is true if and only if a knight said it. Conversely if we have a true statement and a knight, then he doesn't need to give this statement. This asymmetric property of said can managed [3] , but then we need to use priorities at choosing of rules at the construction of tableau. This overcomplicates the method so we use a different approach.
Doesn't occurs in any puzzles that somebody doesn't said some statement; and it isn't questioned, that somebody said something, or not. Hence we can interpret S x A as the person x can say the formula A. (Knights can say truth statements and knaves can say false statements.) Therefore the formula S a X is true iff the formula T a ≡ X is true. With this semantics the rules of the formula S a X is the following:
For us it is evident that formulae T x and F x contradict each other, but in the tableaux method we need to express somehow. One solution is the following: we are using extended rules of S x A:
The author programs written in Prolog use this technic. They solve the puzzles, the method sound, but isn't complete. For example the formula T x ∧ F x is antilogie, but we cannot construct for it a closed tableau.
Let us denote in this section with Z x the formula
It is obvious, that the formula Z x is tautology, hence the formula
is valid iff the formula A is valid. According the special structure of Z x the following theorem holds.
Theorem 2 For any formula A, A is valid iff the formula
has a closed tableau.
In the formula before instead of P it is enough to use the set of persons are occurs in formula A, as we shall see in the following example.
By the Puzzle 33 suppose A says, "I am a knave but B isn't." What are A and B? This puzzle can be formulated with formula S a (F a ∧ T b ), and to prove that they are both knaves we need to construct the tableau (on Tab. 3) of the formula
Knights, knaves and normals
An equally fascinating type of problem deals with three types of people: knights, who always tell the truth; knaves who always lie; and normal people, who sometimes lie and sometimes tell the truth. 
First version
We extend the former logical language with formulae of form N x where x ∈ P. The meaning of N x is that x is a normal. Obviously for any x ∈ P exactly one of T x , N x and F x is true. According to the third kind of inhabitants the semantics and rule of S x A change:
It can be seen, that if a person is normal, then we don't know anything about the truth value of his statements because he can say anything. It is impossible that a normal cannot say a statement so there are only two branch in the rule of ¬S x A.
Let us denote in this section by Z x the following formula:
With this notation Theorem 2 holds here, too.
Island of Bahava
The island of Bahava is a female liberationist island; hence the women are also calls knights, knaves, or normals. An ancient empress of Bahava once, in a whimsical moment, passed a curious decree that a knight could marry only a knave and a knave could marry only a knight. Thus, given any married couple, either they are both normal, or one of them is a knight and the other a knave. To handle these kind of puzzles we introduce a : P → P function, for which let x = x. Here x denote spouse of x. The definition of guarantees that everybody has maximum one husband or wife; the husband of the wife x or the wife of the husband of x is x. In this logic the rule of S x A extends due to the fact that we get information not only about x but about x , too.
In the Puzzle 44 a married couple, Mr. and Mrs. A make the following statements: • Mr. A / My wife is not normal.
• Mrs. A / My husband is not normal.
We can formulate these hypothesis as S a ¬N a ∧ S a ¬N a . To prove that both of them normal we need to construct the tableau (on Tab. 4) of
Tweedledum and Tweedledee
In the fourth chapter of [8] Smullyan combines puzzles of knights and knaves with days of the week. The characters of the puzzles are the Lion and the Unicorn or Tweedledum and Tweedledee on some days act as knight and on the other days act as knave. We don't know on which day his statements containing relative (yesterday, on day after tomorrow) or absolute (on Tuesday, on weekday) references are made. Of course we need a new logical language. We apply seven different operators can say by name x can say A on Sundays (S su x A), x can say A on Mondays (S mo x A),. . . x can say A on Saturdays (S sa x A). We write the seven different versions of the original formula of the puzzle in the meantime we dissolve the relative references by substituting them with the concrete days. If a puzzle contains more days with no dependence between them (this doesn't occur in [8] , but we can not exclude its possibility) then we need to try all the operators for each day, so we get 49, 343, . . . cases.
Lion, Unicorn and the brothers
The main difference between the puzzles of Lion and Unicorn and the puzzles of Tweedledum and Tweedledee is the following: the brothers are indistinguishable in their outward appearance. However we will use the same logical language. Let P be a set containing exactly two elements a and b. Let the meaning of L x and U x be that x is lion-like or x is unicorn-like. If we denote the Lion by a and the Unicorn by b then we evidence that formula
is valid.
In the case of the brothers we don't know that either
is valid. According to the story the brothers' and the animals' behaviour on Mondays, Tuesdays and on Wednesdays remain the same. The situation is similar on Thursdays, Fridays and on Saturdays so we write one rule for them:
The following theorem holds, if in the case of Lion and Unicorn the formula Z is the Formula (1) and in the case of Tweedledum and Tweedledee the formula Z is the Formula (2).
Theorem 3 For any formula A, A is valid iff the formula
Z ∧ ¬A has a closed tableau.
In Puzzle 55 one of the brothers made the following statement "I am lying today and I am Tweedledee". Who was speaking?
If we denote today by d and the statement that the name of a is Tweedledee by T , then the formula of the puzzle is S d a (S d a ⊥∧T ). As there is no relative reference in the puzzle, it is enough to construct the tableaux of Sunday, Monday and Thursday. If we construct the tableau of the hypothesis of Sunday, namely tableau for formula
then we get a closed tableau, so on Sundays any brother cannot make such statements. For the other days the similar tableaux are open, so then some of the brothers can make such a statement. If we construct the tableaux for formulae
we get closed tableaux, so the brother in the puzzle is Tweedledum.
Who owns the rattle?
In the next subsection of [8] there is a lost rattle, and we need to find its owner. These puzzles can be solved using the previous logical language, we only need the propositional letter B to denote who the owner is. Let B be true if and only if a is the owner. In Puzzle 60, Alice asked one of the brothers "Who really owns this rattle?" He replied "The true owner of this rattle is lying today.' So if a is the owner, then a is lying today, and if b is the owner, then b is lying today. From this we get the formula
We haven't relative references, so it is enough to test three tableaux. The construction of the tableaux is similar as before, so we left it to the reader.
Does Tweedledoo really exists or not?
In the next subsection somebody said, that there was a third brother (Tweedledoo), who always lies. We need bring to light that it is right or not. If we assume this then in the new logical language the set P contains three elements (a, b and c) and let F x denote that x always lie, as before. (Actually in puzzles maximum two brothers occur. If we met three brothers, we wouldn't need questions to decide there is a third brother or not. Hence we can manage without c, too.) We have a new type brother, so the definition of S a X is changes.
then the Theorem 3 is holds, too.
In Puzzle 64 we met with two brothers, a and b. a said that his name was Tweedledoo, and b said that a was right. The formula of the hypothesis is S 
Bellini and Cellini
Let it be understood that the Bellini and Cellini families were the only casket makers of Renaissance Italy. Whenever a member of the Cellini family fashioned a casket, he always wrote a false inscription on it, and whenever a member of the Bellini family fashioned a casket, he always wrote a true inscription on it.
With a mixed metaphor the inscriptions wrote by Bellini (or by his sons) tell the truth, so they are knight-like and the inscriptions wrote by Cellini lie, so they are knave-like, hence we can treat the inscriptions as knights and knaves. The fact that a inscriptions a was written by the father or was written by one of the sons we denote by a propositional letter. Let B a be true if and only if the inscriptions a was written by one of the sons. With this we can apply the logic used at solving puzzles about knights and knaves. Let's see it when solving puzzle 136. We have two caskets: a golden one and a silver one. The inscription of the golden casket says "The silver casket was fashioned by a son of Bellini." The inscription of the silver casket says "The golden sign was made by a son of Cellini." We need to prove that one of the caskets was made by Bellini or Cellini . Let denote the golden sign by a and the silver sing by b, then the formula of the hypothesis of the puzzle is
To prove the statement, we need to construct the closed tableau for formula
Remark 4 The logic language constructed to solve puzzles of knights and knaves can be use on the island of Baal as well. Humans and monkeys live here. Both of them are either knights or knaves. Everybody is wearing a hood, so at first sight we cannot distinguish humans and monkeys. Similarly there is a similarity between the signs made by fathers and made by sons. Therefore we shall use a similar method: let M x be true if x is a monkey and false if x is a human.
In Transylvania
In Transylvania about half the inhabitants are humans and half are vampires. The humans and vampires are indistinguishable in their outward appearance, but the humans (at least in Transylvania) always tell the truth and the vampires always lie. What enormously complicates the situation is that half of the inhabitants of Transylvania are totally insane and completely deluded in their beliefs -all true propositions they believe to be true. The other half are completely sane and know which propositions are true and which ones are false. Thus the inhabitants of Transylvania are of four types: sane humans, insane humans, sane vampires and insane vampires. Whatever a sane humans says is true; whatever an insane human says is false; whatever a sane vampire says is false; and whatever an insane vampire says is true.
Similarly to the logical language we used to formalize puzzles about knights, knaves and normals where we used three propositional letters T x , F x and N x mutually excluding each other, we can use here four propositional letters mutually excluding each other to denote the four kind of inhabitants. Since we will not extend the logic of knights, knaves and normals we shall use only two propositional letters M x and V x where x ∈ P. Let M x mean that x is insane (mad) and V x that x is a vampire. According to the story the rules of S x A are the following:
With the two propositional letter M x and V x we can express uniquely the four different type Transylvanian, so we don't need any restriction for the semantics. Hence we have a strict connection between proves and semantics Theorem 5 For any formula A, A is valid iff the formula A has a closed tableau. In some puzzles we meet with the verb 'believe'. Since the 1960s the research of modal operators 'know' and 'believe' is an active field of study and by agreement its properties are S5 and KD45. These properties contain that if we know that something is true then we believe in it. Consequently if we know that something is false then we believe on its being false. According to Smullyan the sane Transylvanians know exactly what is true and what is false, hence they precisely believe only in true statements. The insane Transylvanians (again according to Smullyan) precisely believe only in false statements. Briefly a Transylvanian believes in a statement if and only if he/she either is sane and the statement is true or he/she is insane and the statement is false. Shortly a Transylvanian believes in a statement if and only if he/she is sane if and only if the statement true. Hence we can formulate that the inhabitant x believes in the statement A as ¬M x ≡ A.
After this it will be refreshing to solve puzzle 175. In this puzzle a Transylvanian said that he believed in X. We need to prove that if he is a human then X is true, and if he is a vampire then X is false. Let us solve both at once. To do this we need to rewrite the consequence to the following form: X is true if and if the Transylvanian (a) is human. The formulation of the inference is S a (¬M a ≡ X) → (¬V a ≡ X). For the sake of convenience we shall write ¬(M a ≡ X) and ¬(V a ≡ X) instead of formulae ¬M a ≡ X and ¬V a ≡ X. Moreover we rearranged the boxes to save place. The proof of Puzzle 175 is on Table 5 . As we see the tableaux is closed so we proved the statement of the puzzle.
Yes-No Questions
In some puzzles the inhabitants answer yes-no questions. The question "Are You a knave?" can be asked in the form "It is true that You are a knave?" The answer yes means "Yes, I'm a knave." and the answer em no means "No, I'm not a knave." or "It is false that I'm a knave." This can be interpreted as if asking from the inhabitant a "It is true, that X?" if the answer is yes then he states X; and if the answer is no then he states ¬X.
On the island of zombies and among the elite subgroup of Transylvanians the inhabitants use "Bal" and "Da" instead of yes and no but we don't know which means yes and means no.
Let us think over when the answer will be "Bal"! For the question 'Is it true, that X?' the answer will be "Bal" if either the inhabitant could answer the question with yes and "Bal" means yes or the inhabitant could answer the question with no and "Bal" means no. Similarly the answer will be "Bal" if either the inhabitant could answer the question with yes and "Da" means yes (hence "Bal" means no), or the inhabitant could answer the question with no and "Da" means no (hence "Bal" means yes).
To sum up all the above, if for the question 'Is it true, that X?' the answer is "Bal" then the inhabitant could answer the question with yes if and only if "Bal" means yes and if for the question 'Is it true, that X?' the answer is "Da" then the inhabitant could answer the question with yes if and only if "Bal" means no. If the propositional letter B is true if and only if "Bal" means yes, then we get the answer of a for the question "Bal" if and only if (S a X ∧ B) ∨ (S a ¬X ∧ ¬B) is true. In in our logics ¬S a Y ≡ S a ¬Y is generally a logical law (we leave it to the reader to check it) so we can replace the former formula with S a X ≡ B.
By using this formulation the puzzles of zombies can be solved with the logic of knights and knaves because the humans are knight-like here and zombies are knave-like. In one or two puzzles there are some semi-zombies who are normal-like, so these puzzles can be formulate with the logic of knights, knaves and normals. Similarly the puzzles of the elite subgroup of Transylvanians can be formulated with the logic mentioned in the previous section.
The results
The book [8] contains about 170 puzzles. As we stated in the first section, some puzzle belongs to the third category. The method described above cannot solve these puzzles. Let us see which are the problematic ones from the remaining puzzles! Puzzle 38 depends on a play on words (on the two different meanings of lie). We cannot formulate this quibble in the logic of knights and knaves.
In Puzzle 66 one of the brothers states that Tweedledoo exists. If we go into the details and find out, that only Tweedledum and Tweedledee can make this statement then our algorithm gives the right answer. But in this case we almost solve all the puzzle by hand. If we denote this statement by a propositional letter, then the algorithm gives an answer in which Tweedledoo makes this statement, but he is always lie so he deny his own existence so we get a contradiction, but the algorithm doesn't realize this, so in this case we don't get the right answer. We cannot accept this case neither.
In Puzzle 70 there is no enough information to formulate the story. Smullyan's original solution is the same.
Puzzle 197 ask which part of the story of the twelfth chapter is inconsistent. Our logic is restricted to formalize the whole story, so without the formalization we cannot find the inconsistency.
